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PART 1:
WORKPLACE
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CASE STUDY
INTRODUCTION
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Become familiar with
contemporary issues
associated with
workplace design and
to determine the design
elements that create an
effective workplace.

PURPOSE

The ultimate goal of workplace design
is to create an environment in which
employees feel motivated, engaged,
and satisfied, which leads to increased
productivity and success for the
organization. Research has determined
that a workspace focused on employee
well-being, environmental flexibility,
and ease of collaboration is likely to
retain talent and lead to a better working
environment for employees.

FLEXIBILITY
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WELL-BEING
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OFFICE

DESIGNED BY JACKY.W DESIGN

WELL-BEING
PHYSICAL HEALTH

ABOUT

Design team: Jacky Wang, Jammie Lu
Project year: 2018
Location: Jiaxing Shi, China
Type of company: E-commerce fashion brand;
handles finances, strategizing, and distribution of
the clothing.
Size: 7,500 sq.ft.
Employees: 20
Needs: Storage area, space for technology and
work.
Design concept: Residential aesthetic. An open
layout without rigid partitions to create a coworking and co-living environment.
Circulation: Loose circulation.

A gym space in the office provides
an opportunity for exercise and
rejuvenation.
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FLEXIBILITY
CONTROL

The large space gives the user the
opportunity to alter the space to
their specific needs e.g. events
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WELL-BEING
BIOPHILIA

The large windows provide views
to the garden and natural light,
connecting the user with nature.
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OFFICE

FLEXIBILITY

VARIETY OF SPACES
Different spatial arrangements on
the second floor offers a variety of
seating options.
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COLLABORATION
AD HOC

Open space with comfortable sofa
seats provide an area for informal
and AD HOC collaborations.
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FLEXIBILITY
TECHNOLOGY

Modern furniture hides energy
sources of technology.
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TKSTYLE OFFICE

CIRCULATION DIAGRAM | FIRST FLOOR
Different nodes provide collision zones
and opportunites for users to choose
their workspace.

MAIN
ENTRANCE
NODES

CIRCULATION DIAGRAM | SECOND FLOOR
Offices on second floor elevates private
areas from public areas and also gives more
acoustic privacy. Sliding doors allows for
circulation between both office spaces.
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BAIN + COMPANY
BAIN+COMPANY
ISTANBUL OFFICE

FLEXIBILITY

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

DESIGNED BY NET MIMARLIK

Multi-use interactive unit to gather
for business and social reasons.
Row wood layered design hides all
the hardware units but act as see
through partition.

ABOUT

Design team: Net Mimarlik, Ali Doruk, Ozan Bayer
Project year: 2016
Location: Istanbul, Turkey
Type of company: One of the world’s largest
management consulting firms.
Employees: ~100
Needs: Space for technology, meetings, and work.
Design concept: Creating radial axis from core
and split it with circulation torus; it creates straight
trapeziums spaces for open /closed offices and
meeting rooms.
Circulation: Circular, radial.
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FLEXIBILITY
TECHNOLOGY

A closed meeting room offers a TV
and whiteboard to facilitate
collaboration among employees
with the use of technology, while
also aiding the sharing of visual
information.
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COLLABORATION
STRUCTURED

Traditional conference room
provides the opportunity for
structured meetings.
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ISTANBUL OFFICE

WELL-BEING
ERGONOMICS

The chairs are not designed for
efficiency and comfort.
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COLLABORATION
CLOSED OR OPEN SPACE
The enclosed offices give the
opportunity to have private
meetings.
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WELL-BEING
ACOUSTICS

Use of fabrics (acoustic carpet and
wall panels) provide comfort at low
ceiling space.

CASE STUDY 2

BAIN + COMPANY

PART 2:
CLIENT PROFILE

Valentino’s first fashion show at the
Palazzo Pitti in Firenze grants him
worldwide recognition.

1963

Valentino Garavani founds
Valentino and completes his first
collection.

1962

1960

VALENTINO
THROUGHOUT THE YEARS

Giancarlo Giammetti drops out of
architecture school to partner with
Valentino Garavani.

Valentino Garavani announces his
retirement from the company. The “45
Years of Fashion” exhibition opens at
the ARA PACIS museum in Rome.

2009

Valentino launches the first ever
ready-to-wear Italian collection for
women and men.

2007

1970

VALENTINO
THROUGHOUT THE YEARS

Pierpaolo Piccioli and Maria Grazia
Chiuri take over as the creative directors
of Valentino. Maria later moves on to
be creative director of Dior in 2016.

VALENTINO, S.P.A.
241 locations

$1.09 billion revenue

2,050 employees

2 corporate locations

new
headquarters

KEY EXECUTIVES

CEO

Sergio Sassi

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Pierpaolo Piccioli

DIRECTOR OF WOMEN’S COLLECTIONS

Alessandra Facchinetti

ACCESSORIES DESIGN DIRECTOR

Giovanni Morelli

Isabelle Harvie-Watt

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

CORPORATE
MISSION
“Be protagonist in the fashion
world in the sectors of fashion
and luxury”
“Deliver maximum quality in
every market segment served”
“Pay constant attention to the
needs of a continually evolving
cosmopolitan customer”
“Create a continuous dialogue
between passion and
experience”
“Seek excellence”

PHILOSOPHY

“ I start every collection with a personal
reflection about the times in which we live,
rather than an inspiration.”
-Pierpaolo Piccioli, on the design process

Maison Valentino’s goal is to serve the
continually evolving cosmopolitan, while
still maintaining it’s heritage. The brand
is feminine, with a touch of edge -contemporary, with a taste of regal.

AESTHETIC
ANALYSIS

PROGRESSIVE
As the brand has stated on multiple occasions, their main goal is to serve the continually evolving cosmopolitan client. This means
constantly being on the edge of fashion, then anticipating and delivering what their desired client would want. This must all be done
while maintaining the brand’s heritage.
There is a common theme seen throughout Valentino’s designs of flora. Ruffled textures and floral patterns are consistently used
in all aspects of the brand. This representation of flowers pays tribute to their mission of constantly evolving and changing, but also
helps maintain their heritage of softness and femininity.

AESTHETIC
ANALYSIS

DISTINGUISHABLE
Part of Valentino’s mission is to maintain the identity of the company while evolving with the new generation. This image speaks
volumes about the forms and textures traditionally used by Garavani. Soft textures, exaggerated details, and feminine silhouettes
are all vital to the identity of Maison Valentino.

SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES
Valentino S.p.A. was voted “The Most Eco-Friendly Luxury Fashion Label” by Greenpeace, an
independent organization committed to raising awareness on the importance of implementing
sustainable practices.

ZERO DEFORESTATION POLICY
Valentino vows not to carry products or use packaging produced from the deforestation of
Indonesia, as this destroys the natural habitat of the orangutans that live there, and is responsible for
the drastic decline in the species’ population.

ETHICAL MANUFACTURERS
Suppliers and manufacturers must be ethical , on the basis of:
no child labor
no sandblasting or other potentially dangerous processes
no overworking
fair wages

ANIMAL PROTECTION POLICY
Animal products must be produced in a humane manner. Mistreatment of animals is condemned.

DETOX COMMITMENT
Water pollution management and prevention tactics are included in the manufacturing process.
Chemical management is also implemented to prevent the release of hazardous emissions.

PART 3:
SITE ANALYSIS

LOCATION

ACCESS

Blue Lagoon Drive
Miami, FL
33126
North of Coral Gables
South of Virginia Gardens
East of Fontainebleau/Sweetwater
West of Little Havana

FLL
30 miles

Port of Miami
8 miles

FIU
6 miles

via 57th Ave

via 238
(Airport Station)

via Blue Lagoon

Florida
Turnpike

Directly South of Miami International
Airport
Surrounded by Water
Centrally located
Near expressway

MIA
1 mile

via 57th Ave

FL-836
UM
5 miles

Palmetto
Expressway

I-95

Miami International Airport

I-95 Highway Exchange

Dolphin Expressway

NOISE
The main sources of noise are Miami International
Airport, which is neighboring the site, and the Dolphin
Expressway. Acoustic installations should be taken
heavily into consideration, especially on the NorthWest side of the building.

57th Avenue/Red Road

SUN PATH ANALYSIS
WINTER SOLSTICE

8:00 AM
Altitude: 100
Penetration: 69’

The sun penetrates extremely far into the
building at this time, providing natural
daylight to most areas of the workplace.

12:00 PM
Altitude: 400
Penetration: 12’

The has risen in altitude which makes its
reach inside the building shorter. Only
perimeter spaces now have direct sunlight.

5:00 PM
Altitude: 270
Penetration: 22’

At this time the central spaces of the
building can still benefit from natural
sunlight without it being too hot.
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DOTUA NA12:00
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8:00

8:00 AM
122.460

5:00 PM
240.230
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5:00

12:00

8:00

12:00 PM
147.160
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SUN PATH ANALYSIS
WINTER SOLSTICE

8:00 AM
Altitude: 180
Penetration: 35’

The sun provides a large amount of natural
light throughout the entire structure at this
time.

12:00 PM
Altitude: 710
Penetration: 0’

Because the sun is at such a high altitude,
it shines directly on top of the building,
providing no natural sunlight to the interior.

5:00 PM
Altitude: 180
Penetration: 28’

At this time, the sun begins to lower,
providing a large amount of natural sunlight
once again, but on the opposite side.

12:00
NOISREV TNEDUTS KSEDOTUA
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8:00
5:00

8:00 AM
72.020

5:00
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12:00 PM
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5:00 PM
279.520

8:00
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DAYLIGHT
ANALYSIS
Sunlight enters the building
through the northwest curtain wall
and the southeast windows.
Throughout the day, most sunlight
is focused on the perimeter of the
building.
This results in little to no sunlight
at the core of the structure.

From the northwestern wall, users have views
of the adjacent parking garage and office
building.

To the southwest, there are views of the
parking lot. You can see this through the
southeastern wall.

VIEWS

Users also have a view of Miami International
Airport and the Blue Lagoon from the
northwestern wall.

Directly southeast of the building is the
Hilton Hotel.

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
The building structure
is a composite construction.
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This type of construction takes
advantage of the fact that concrete
stands up well in compression
and steel does well in tension by
combining the two materials.
Concrete and steel are also two
extremely cost-efficient materials.
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ZONING
FLOOR 2

ZONING
FLOOR 3

Semi-public
The semi-public spaces serve as a
barrier between the public and private
spaces.

Semi-public
The semi-public spaces on this floor
are mostly collaborative areas.

Public
The public spaces are placed on the
second floor because this is where
most people will enter. The most cafe
and lobby have access to daylight.

Private
The private spaces on this floor are
located as far away from the entrance
as possible to provide the most
solitude.

Public
The third floor is intended for private
and semi-public spaces, and therefore
does not contain public areas. This
allows for visual and acoustic privacy.

Private
Private spaces dominate this floor, as it
is where the executive suite is located.
The executives require the most
privacy.
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PART 4:
PROGRAM
ANALYSIS

The goal of the program analysis is to develop a
plan for spatial organization that satisfies the needs
of all users of the space -- from potential clients
to CEOs -- and lines up with the company’s values,
both organizationally and aesthetically.
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LOBBY
260 SF
SPACE LIST

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
The lobby is the first place a guest sees upon
entering the office, and therefore determines
their first impression of the company. It is where
guests are greeted by a receptionist and directed
the right way, as well as point of communication
between external and internal.

Quantity

ACTIVITIES

FF+E

phone calls, receive packages, greeting, guest
waiting area, conference room scheduling

Receptionist desk, small coffee area, couches, individual chairs, coffee and side tables, lamps, phone, TV
screen, computer, task lighting, file cabinet, printer, product display

ADJACENCIES
conference
room

lobby +
waiting area

restroom

EXECUTIVE SUITE
866 SF
SPACE LIST

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
Quantity

The executive suite is the workspace reserved
for higher ranking executives, such as the CEO,
creative director, chief marketing officer, and
design director. These key executives provide
leadership and direction.

FF+E
Desk, office chair, bookshelf, chaise lounge,
storage area, filing cabinets, task lighting

ACTIVITIES
digital and face-to-face meetings, research,
strategizing, phone calls

ADJACENCIES
conference
room

executive
suite

marketing

accounting

ACCOUNTING
604 SF
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE

SPACE LIST
Quantity

The accounting office handles all financial
recording and reporting aspects. This departments
records and reports the cash flow of the company.

ACTIVITIES
payroll, taxes, financial reporting, financial
recording, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, collections, budgeting

ADJACENCIES
marketing

accounting

IT

FF+E

workstations, chairs, office desk, couch, ottomans, TV, whiteboard, task lighting,
filing cabinets, safe, printers

OPERATIONS
501 SF
SPACE LIST
Quantity

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE

Operations is responsible for the planning
and organization of the processes necessary
to produce products in the most profitable
manner, as well as managing the organization
within the office for the highest work efficiency.

ACTIVITIES

FF+E

converting materials and labor
into goods and services

Desk, Chairs, Workstation Type 2, hotelling desk, file cabinets, task lighting, huddle area, whiteboard,
lounge furniture in office, charging stations

ADJACENCIES
hotelling

operations

conference
room

human
resources

HUMAN RESOURCES
340 SF
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE

Human resources is a private area where all
matters concerning employees and employers are
handled.

SPACE LIST
Quantity

ACTIVITIES
employment, recruiting, payroll, complaints,
benefits, training

ADJACENCIES
mother’s
room

human
resources

lobby

FF+E

Workstations, chairs, office desk, chairs, couch, movable ottomans, C-tables, TV or White-board, task
lighting, file cabinets, nursing chair, small refrigerator, dishwasher, built-in storage for mothers to store
bottles, sink

MARKETING
579 SF
SPACE LIST

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE

Quantity

The marketing department’s responsibility is to
promote the company to the target audience
and organize the processes needed to do so.

ACTIVITIES

research target audience, develop visual
strategies, set price point to appeal to customer

FF+E

Workstations, chairs, office desk, chairs, couch, movable ottomans, C-tables, TV, task lighting, file cabinets
Printers, copiers, paper storage, counter space for sorting, storage for office supplies, task lighting, outlets,
pin-up boards, 5’ Wide backdrop white paper rolls with hanger, camera, white reflector, flash, umbrella/
softbox, movable table, power outlets, task lighting

ADJACENCIES
accounting

marketing

quality
assurance

executive
suite

IT
612 SF
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE

SPACE LIST

The IT department deals with all technological
aspects of the company, from sales system
operations to website design.

Quantity

ACTIVITIES
website and app design and updates, point of
sale system organization, troubleshooting

ADJACENCIES
accounting

IT

server
room

FF+E
Workstations, chairs, office desk, chairs, couch, movable ottomans, C-tables, TV or White-board, task
lighting, file cabinets, outlets

PURCHASING
414 SF
SPACE LIST

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
Quantity

The purchasing department handles the buying
of all materials and services necessary for
production.

ACTIVITIES

FF+E

making and confirming large purchase orders,
constantly communicating with the creative
director and marketing team

Workstations, chairs, office desk, chairs, couch, movable ottomans, whiteboard, task lighting, file cabinets,
copy machine, fax machine

ADJACENCIES
sales

purchasing

hotelling

human
resources

QUALITY ASSURANCE
201 SF
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE

SPACE LIST

Quality assurance is responsible for doublechecking every other department’s work. They
check for quality issues with products, as well as
technological features.

ACTIVITIES

testing products, receiving and reporting
feedback

ADJACENCIES
executive
suite

quality
assurance

marketing

Quantity

FF+E
Workstations, chairs, office desk, chairs, couch, movable ottomans, C-tables, TV or White-board, task
lighting, file cabinets, nursing chair, small refrigerator, dishwasher, built-in storage for mothers to store
bottles, sink

SALES
858 SF
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE

SPACE LIST
Quantity

The sales department is responsible for
generating as many sales as possible.

ACTIVITIES
phone calls and receiving, customer service,
consumer meetings

FF+E

Workstations, chairs, office desk, chairs, couch,
movable ottomans, C-tables, white-board, task
lighting, file cabinets

ADJACENCIES
human
resources

sales

purchasing

hotelling

ADJACENCIES

human
resources

FLOOR 2

hotelling
operations
restroom
conference
room
lobby

purchasing

cafe

sales

ADJACENCIES

IT

FLOOR 3
conference
room

computer
maintenance

marketing

executive
assistant

server room

quality
assurance

accounting

executive
suite

Encourage the opening of one or several
new stores in the lucrative South Florida
region
Gain a deeper understanding of the
United States’ culture in order to better
cater to the American customer
Provide a people-centered, visually
comfortable, and inspiring environment
for the following groups:
Suppliers
Clients
Executives
Employees
Associates

Design a space that lines up
organizationally and aesthetically with
Valentino’s mission: to respond to
the needs of a continually evolving
cosmopolitan customer
Create a space that is authentic
to Valentino’s heritage, while still
implementing innovative techniques
Maximize productivity in the workspace
by designing for employee wellness and
satisfaction

CRUCIAL ASPECTS

Achieve greater control over the North
American market -- particularly over the
Southeast region of the United States

“Pay constant attention to the needs of a continually evolving cosmopolitan customer”

MAIN GOALS

ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF THIS OFFICE

GOALS
STATEMENT

Ability to change spaces to pay tribute
to Valentino’s philosophy of continually
evolving
Access between departments that will
be continuously communication and
working together
Balance between collaboration zones and
focus zones
Organizational and aesthetic
considerations for well-being

DESIGN GUIDELINES
Use the high amount of natural sunlight in a positive way,
allowing it to penetrate large-open spaces and public areas.
Use acoustic materials to minimize the amount of noise that
travels throughout the workspace.
Install lighting that mimics natural sunlight for when the
sun is directly above the building and no light is entering.
Furthermore, incorporate biophilic design and elements of
nature into the design to positively impact well-being.
Avoid use of potentially hazardous and non-sustainable
materials to protect the well-being of the space’s users.
Create a balance of collaborative and private spaces, and
flexible spaces
Keep all similar work departments on the same floor to
encourage collaboration.
Keep staircase central to all department to avoid traffic in
unnecessary circulation paths.
Design in an organizational manner that complies
with Valentino’s goal to appeal a constantly evolving,
cosmopolitan client. (e.g. flexible spaces, movable furniture)
Place spaces with a high noise level further away from
those that require quietness to minimize distractions in the
workplace.

PART 5:
SPACE PLANNING

PLAN
FLOOR 2
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SCALE: 1/16” = 1’-0”

RCP
FLOOR 2
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PLAN
FLOOR 3
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RCP
FLOOR 3
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SECTION
LONGITUDINAL
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”
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SECTION
TRANSVERSE
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”
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PERSPECTIVE: OPEN WORKSTATION

collab zone seat
upholstery

black marble
tabletop

workstation seat
upholstery

white marble
flooring

seafoam wallpaper

felt acoustic
ceiling installation

bronze mullions

gray carpet tiles

PERSPECTIVE: OPEN WORKSTATION

ELEVATION
OPEN WORKSTATION

Teknion Interpret Workstation

Teknion Expansion Workstation

PERSPECTIVE: LOBBY

yellow terrazzo
countertop

seafoam desk
facade

gray carpet tiles

white marble
flooring

bronze mullions

ELEVATION
CAFE

banquette upholstery

white textured wallpaper

PERSPECTIVE: COLLABORATION ZONE
FLEXIBLE OFFICE

collab zone seat
upholstery

black marble
tabletop

bronze mullions

gray carpet tiles

white marble
flooring

black oak wooden
chair frame

ELEVATION
COLLABORATION ZONE

Teknion Zones
Workshop Table

tabletop

wooden frame

Teknion Zones
Bench Seating

upholstery

wooden frame

PERSPECTIVE: THRESHOLD

perforated acoustic wood panels
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